
TOOL-ASSISTED SECURITYASSESSMENT OF DISTRIBUTEDAPPLICATIONSPeter Herrmann, Lars Wiebush, and Heiko KrummUniversit�at Dortmund, FB Informatik, LS IVD - 44221 Dortmund, GermanyAbstrat The CORBA seurity servies support the exible provision of seurityfeatures. Their employment, however, has to be tailored to the assetsand threats of a system. We relate the orresponding analysis and designof CORBA systems with traditional seurity analysis, risk assessment,and ountermeasure planning as it is in the sope of information systemseurity standards. Sine seurity analysis tends to be diÆult anderror-prone, we ombine that proposal with our objet-oriented seurityanalysis and modeling approah. It employs objet-oriented modelingtehniques and tool-assistane in order to failitate the analysis andassure its quality even in ase of extensive systems.Keywords: Seurity analysis, risk assessment, Common Criteria, CORBA seurityservies, objet-oriented seurity analysis1. INTRODUCTIONThe growing importane of the CORBA platform (OMG, 1997) andthe existing needs for appliation seurity analysis and design plead forthe provision of an approah whih is devoted to the eÆient seurityanalysis of CORBA-based appliations. In partiular the objetives ex-pressed in the appendix E of the CORBA seurity servies spei�ation(OMG, 2000) aim to the assurane of trustworthiness of informationsystems. They should be linked with the general international seurityerti�ation standard oneptions, in partiular with the notions andproedures of the Common Criteria (ISO/IEC, 1998). Analysis and de-sign of seure systems, however, is usually expensive and laborious sinewell-eduated speialists have to analyze the systems in detail underonsideration of reommendations and standards (e.g., baseline prote-tion f. BSI, 1999 or erti�ed levels f. SOGIS, 1991; ISO/IEC, 1998).1



2Moreover they have ontinuously to onsult the rapidly growing seurityinformation bases (e.g., CERT, 2001).Meanwhile many proedures for the orresponding analysis and de-sign of seure systems were proposed (f. overview in Baskerville, 1993).They omprise series of phases devoted to system identi�ation, assetvaluation and seurity objetive de�nition, weakness and threat identi�-ation, assessment of risks, and �nally planning, design, and evaluationof suitable ountermeasures. In Herrmann and Krumm, 2001 we pro-posed the new approah of objet-oriented seurity analysis. While exist-ing approahes are based on lassial data base and information systemtehniques like ditionaries, data repositories, and deision trees, we ap-ply expliit objet-oriented modeling and enhaned objet-oriented teh-niques. Our tool adopts the oneptions of objet-oriented design toolsof omputer-aided software engineering and supports the omfortable in-terative design of graphial model de�nitions. In fat, our tool re-usesopen-soure modules of the Argo projet (TIGRIS, 2000). We representsystem and seurity objetives by means of an objet instane diagram.Speial support results from libraries of prede�ned objet lasses whihmodel system omponent types and de�ne basi methods for automatedlass-spei� analysis and evaluation.The automated threat analysis and ountermeasure introdution ofthe tool is mainly based on the oneption of graph rewrite systems(f. Bardohl et al., 1999). A rewrite system onsists of a set of rewriterules where a rule is a pair of graph patterns, a pre-pattern and a post-pattern. Moreover an appliation ondition and e�et funtions anbelong to a rule. A rule an be applied to a graph if an instane of itspre-pattern an be found in the graph. The appliation replaes the in-stane of the pre-pattern by a orresponding instane of the post-pattern.The patterns are objet on�guration patterns. So, pre-patterns anorrespond to senarios whih ome along with vulnerabilities and post-patterns an augment those senarios with representations of threats.In the sequel we report on the adaption of lass libraries and rewriterules to the seurity analysis of CORBA based distributed appliations.2. OBJECT-ORIENTED ANALYSISISO/IEC published a set of ommon riteria (CC) to standardize se-urity evaluations of IT systems (ISO/IEC, 1998). Moreover it providesa methodology for deteting vulnerabilities and for developing ounter-measures in order to redue the risks. Fig. 1 delineates the main notionsof the CC. Computer systems and system omponents are assets for theirowners. The assets are exposed to various seurity risks sine they on-
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Figure 1 Seurity lasses and assoiationstain vulnerabilities whih an be utilized by maliious threat agents. Tominimize the risks, asset owners impose ountermeasures reduing vul-nerabilities. The ountermeasures, however, may ontain vulnerabilitiesthemselves whih have to be redued by other ountermeasures.Our approah supports the CC ompliant system identi�ation by alibrary of asset lasses like networks, stations, appliations, and data aswell as assoiations between the lasses. The tool supports the reationof asset and assoiation instanes resulting in a UML objet diagramof the system. Thereafter the assets have to be evaluated in order tode�ne the requirements for protetion. Aording to the potential dam-age eah asset is assigned with either one of the four seurity levels ofbaseline protetion maximum, high, moderate, and low or with one ofseven evaluation assurane levels introdued in the CC. One an assigndi�erent seurity levels for an asset with respet to eah of the threeseurity objetives on�dentiality, integrity, and availability.The next phase identi�es �rstly vulnerabilities and thereafter threatson the assets. It is supported by libraries of vulnerability lasses andthreat lasses. Moreover two rewrite rule libraries exist. One detets anddouments vulnerabilities, the other adds orresponding threats. Theinterative valuation of the seriousness of threats onludes the phase.Then risks are modeled by objets augmenting pairs of assets and vul-nerabilities. Moreover, the value of a risk is alulated from the seuritylevel of the asset and the seriousness of the vulnerability (f. Courtney,1977). That risk assessment is again supported by a lass and a rewriterule library. An interative lassi�ation of risks follows and deides if arisk is not aeptable and must be redued by ountermeasures.A ountermeasure lass library and a ountermeasure introdutionrewrite rule set support the last phase. Attributes of ountermeasureobjets desribe protetion levels and prizes whih inuene the auto-
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Figure 2 Objet model of the CORBA arhiteturemated seletion of measures and the omputation of ahieved seuritylevels. Sine ountermeasures may have vulnerabilities themselves, theanalysis has to iterate the phases in order to hek the extended system.3. ANALYSIS OF CORBA APPLICATIONSIn order to enable seurity analysis aording to the CORBA seurityservies spei�ation (OMG, 2000), we extended the set of system assetlasses by CORBA-spei� omponents like lient and target objets,stubs, skeletons, and ORB omponents. Moreover lasses were addedspeifying ountermeasures like prinipal-authentiator objets or re-dential objets. Fig. 2 depits an UML objet diagram of a CORBA-based system. Here, the CORBA lient and target objets and theprinipal aessing the lient are desribed by the objets Client, Tar-get, and Prinipal while the objets Stub and Skeleton model the aesspoints of the IDL-based interfae. The ORB spei�ation onsists of theunderlying hardware platform (Station 1, Station 2, Network) and of theORB software omponents (ORB Entity 1, ORB Entity 2).Next, we will sketh the seurity analysis of a small part of the system.In a �rst step, we evaluate the lient objet and assume that a damage ofthe lient objet aused by a maliious attak may lead to a onsiderabledisruption of the institution. Therefore, aording to BSI, 1999, weevaluate it with the seurity level High.Thereafter the tool identi�es vulnerabilities of the lient objet whihmay ause threats. With respet to user aess, objets may be vul-nerable in two manners: At �rst, an objet is not able to reognize thetrue identity of a prinipal whih may be exploited by masquerade based



Tool-assisted Seurity Assessment of Distributed Appliations 5attaks. At seond, an objet has to enable aess to system resouresin order to ful�ll given privileges. That may be utilized for an extensionof the granted privileges. The tool therefore assigns the two vulnera-bility objets Inability to reognize true identity and Utilization of notgranted privileges to Client. Likewise threat objets are added desribingthreats based on wrong identities or exeeded privileges. The seriousnessof the vulnerabilities is rated to Maximum sine Client is not protetedby ountermeasures yet.In the next step the tool assesses the risks for Client. The on�dential-ity, integrity, and availability risks are alulated based on the seuritylevel High of the objet Client and the seriousness values Maximum ofthe vulnerabilities. By using a speial risk matrix (f. Herrmann andKrumm, 2001), the tool alulates the value High for all three risks ofthe lient. Sine these risks are unbearable, suitable ountermeasureshave to be imposed. Therefore the seurity analysis is ontinued.The CORBA seurity spei�ation (OMG, 2000) intends the use ofa prinipal-authentiator objet and redential objets to provide au-thentiation and aess ontrol. The prinipal-authentiator objet au-thentiates prinipals requesting aess to a CORBA system resoureby authentiation methods like passwords, smart ards, or biometrisystems. Moreover, it maintains an aess ontrol list desribing theprivileges of the partiular prinipal. The prinipal-authentiator objetreates redential objets whih an be forwarded to objets the prini-pal wants to aess. A redential objet testi�es that the prinipal wasauthentiated by the prinipal-authentiator objet and ontains infor-mation enabling the aessed objet to hek the prinipal's privilegesfor ompliane with its own seurity poliy. If an objet does not on-tain seurity related funtions, the heks are performed by the ORB.In our example, the tool introdues a prinipal-authentiator objet andredential objets to redue the two vulnerabilities of the lient objet.Moreover, it has to deide whih authentiation method to impose. Sinepassword-based authentiation systems o�er too weak protetion for anasset faing a high risk, the tool selets a smart ard system whih isthe least expensive of the remaining alternatives. Finally, the tool as-signs the seurity level High to the prinipal-authentiator objet and tothe redential objets sine these objets guard an asset also rated withHigh.Sine the prinipal-authentiator and redential objets arry vulner-abilities themselves whih intruders may use to redue their protetion,a seond iteration of the seurity analysis is performed for the extendedsystem onsisting of the original CORBA example and the added safe-guards. This iteration leads to the introdution of unique signatures
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